
MANAGED ENERGY 
SOLUTION (MES)

Top-down approach to energy management
 With a focus on driving economic value, our services and delivery approach helps our 

business clients achieve their energy and operational efficiency goals. 

y Comprehensive energy management
 If you’re in the market for an energy management solution, you’ll find no shortage of software, 

hardware and tools that address one aspect of the problem. And, with some effort, you may even 
cobble together some combination of those tools to effectively address your business’s needs. But 
what you really want is exactly what our Managed Energy Solution (MES) offers: an end-to-end, 
holistic energy management solution that increases the value of your business operations by reducing 
expenses, improving your work environment and prioritizing return on investment. MES reduces your 
risk and enables you to focus on what’s important: your core business. 

y A turnkey solution for your portfolio
 MES leverages CLEAResult’s nationwide network of energy experts, trade allies and partners to 

deliver a turnkey solution tailored to your specific sustainability goals and objectives. We’re your 
trusted advisor in understanding technology, the marketplace and the available energy utility 
rebates that can deliver the most cost-effective strategic energy management solution. MES reduces 
operating costs, increases value and manages risk in customer asset portfolios. We provide the 
knowledge and analysis you need to better understand portfolio performance as well as clear insights 
into time and investment priorities. And, because we’re technology-agnostic, we can help you extract 
the maximum economic value from your overall energy budget. 
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Talk to us
Learn how CLEAResult can help you change the way you use energy. 
Contact us at 888.812.6146, info@clearesult.com or visit clearesult.com.
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y The full force of our expertise dedicated to your needs
 MES makes use of a full interdisciplinary team—including certified energy engineers, consultants, 

analysts, outreach specialists, program managers, communications specialists and field 
implementation technicians—to create a flexible, scalable solution across your specific portfolio and 
each individual facility’s needs. Our managed energy solution:  

§ Manages expenses. Our proactive, strategic energy expenditure analysis reduces operating costs 
and manages energy procurement decision risks on an ongoing basis. 

§ Optimizes operations. Effective monitoring, assessment and management of operations reduces costs, 
downtime and emissions while enhancing the work environment, profitability and corporate value. 

§ Implements technology. With our Design Build experience and turnkey implementation 
approach, we provide seamless implementation of technology solutions that reduce operating 
costs and downtime while enhancing productivity.

§ Deploys resources. We work with you to implement on-site generation and storage resources to 
ensure an optimized approach—with mitigated risks and lower costs.

Manage expenses

§  Resource 
Conservation 
Advisory services

§  Energy Master 
Planning

§  Utility bill 
management

§  Rate/tariff analysis
§  Procurement 

services

§  Energy efficiency 
implementation 
management

§  Controls, building 
automation system 
enhancements

§  Demand 
management

§  Energy stakeholder 
engagement

§  Consulting and 
feasibility services

§  Combined heat and 
power site 

§  On- and offsite 
renewables 
development

§  Onsite storage 
development

§  Facility assessments
§  Continuous 

monitoring and 
analytics

§  Sustainability and 
greenhouse gas 
(GHG) planning and 
reporting

Optimize operations Implement technology Deploy resources

MES core services


